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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Teega Crispy Brownies Palam is a premium cookies business that follows the current
trend. The products offered by our business are for all groups of customers no matter young
or old can try it. This product is also valuable for students in universities because the price is
not too expensive and cheap. It is affordable even though it uses high quality flavour. Our
business was established on 15 May 2023. The headquarters location is located at      
                                               Selangor. This location is
strategic because it is near between a shopping centre and also a place to eat. Hence, the
centre street is always busy with students making the choice whether to go to the shopping
centre or the dining centre.

Last but not least, we advertise this product on Facebook, which is our social media
platform. We use this platform since consumers frequently use it today to search for or buy
things. We employed teasers, soft sells, and hard sells in three stages to draw clients to my
Facebook business page. We first produced seven teasers to grab customers' attention and
pique their curiosity. Next, I gave the consumer some advice and benefits, and finally, I
employed a hard sell by presenting the product's image or graphic, price, and payment
method, which are frequently used by other merchants.

Since our initial opening, we have gotten positive comments and answers from
customers about the calibre of the products we provide. Our product has been effectively sold
throughout the life of the company. It demonstrates that the goods we provide are of a high
standard and will be the top cookie snacks in the Puncak Alam region.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS

4.0 Name and address of business

Our primary product, TEEGA CRISPY BROWNIES, served as the basis for choosing
the name of our company, TEEGA CRISPY BROWNIES PALAM. Due to the fact that we
students sell cookies in the PUNCAK ALAM neighbourhood, the phrases TEEGA CRISPY
BROWNIES and Puncak Alam were combined. Due to the fact that our desserts are
appropriate for both individuals and families who enjoy sweetness, TEEGA CRISPY
BROWNIES PALAM targets adults and older with a range of 13 to 55 years old as its target
market.

NAME OF BUSINESS TEEGA CRISPY BROWNIES PALAM

Business Address  

Corresponding Address  

Telephone Number  

Form of Business Partnership

Main Activities Food and Beverages

Date of Commencement 30 May 2023

Date of Registration 30 May 2023

Name of Bank Bank Islam Berhad

Bank Account Number               
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4.1 ORGANISATIONAL CHART

4.1 Organization Chart

TEEGA CRISPY BROWNIES is a partnership business form. Our business is a
startup business and only operates a small business. Therefore, our organizational chart
consists of 2 persons.
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4.2 VISION AND MISSION

We think that every company needs a mission and vision statement in order to operate
in accordance with the objectives that must be met. As a result, we have created our
company's mission and vision statements so that we are clear about our short- and long-term
objectives.

VISION
➢ To make TEEGA CRISPY BROWNIES PALAM as a familiar and top food brand in

Malaysia for all Malaysia.

MISSION
➢ To make customers know the taste of TEEGA CRISPY BROWNIES PALAM.
➢ To provide excellent customer service.
➢ To become the best seller in Puncak Alam.
➢ To become the first choice of cookies among customers.

4.3 DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

TEEGA CRISPY BROWNIES PALAM is a company that sells cookies to its
consumers in a variety of flavours for a reasonable price. We are selling this item because we
think Puncak Alam locals would be interested in buying our product.

As we sell this item, we have added more items to our product line, and we now give
discounts to consumers who purchase more than two items. For the services, we are
providing free delivery in the Puncak Alam region with a minimum purchase of RM 30.
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4.4 PRICE LIST

PRODUCT PRICE (RM)

TEEGA FLAVOUR RED VELVET
(RM10.00)

TEEGA FLAVOUR COFFEE
(RM10.00)

TEEGA FLAVOUR DARK CHOCOLATE
(RM10.00)
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5.0 FACEBOOK CAMPAIGN

5.1 CREATING FACEBOOK PAGE

The Figure above shows the TEEGA CRISPY BROWNIES PALAM Facebook Page. The
Facebook page was created on 30 May 2023. So far, this Facebook page has managed to

gather their followers on this social site.

5.2 CUSTOMIZING URL FACEBOOK PAGE

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100092327720081

There is a Facebook link for TEEGA CRISPY BROWNIES PALAM. This link has been
utilised to advertise our company on every social media platform in an effort to grow it.
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5.3 TEASER SCREENSHOT
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5.4 HARD SELL SCREENSHOT
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5.5 SOFT SELL SCREENSHOT
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6.0 CONCLUSION

Finally, Facebook is a fantastic platform for businesses to introduce and promote their
products. All of the tools available on Facebook make it easier for businesses to promote their
products and grow their businesses. People nowadays prefer to do some research before
going to a place, so not only online businesses but also face-to-face businesses can attract
customers from Facebook. On Facebook, they can obtain all necessary information and see
positive feedback from other customers.

As for TEEGA CRISPY BROWNIES PALAM, Facebook helps our company grow
and reach new customers. The platform we use is adequate, but we must improve our skills
and knowledge of how to attract more customers. For example, we need to know what kind
of image and caption to post to pique the interest of customers.

A platform and the ability to attract customers are critical for a business's growth.
Because we will be unable to reach and capture the attention of the target market unless we
have a platform and skills. The most important aspect is the product we sell; the company
should sell a product that the customer requires and must have added value to distinguish
itself from competitors.
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